A concerned citizen reached out to me with a proposal to protect all children
from becoming victims of extreme temperatures in vehicles. Together we
advocated for and passed a law that will protect these children.
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Multiple individuals struggled with the issue of college credits not transferring
from institution to institution here in Connecticut. After meeting with students
and stakeholders, it became obvious that we were lacking a clear process for students to transfer their previous course credits. I spearheaded legislation to make
this process more straightforward and cost effective for our students.
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Pajama Day

I had the opportunity to work with a local family to raise awareness for all children who are hospitalized in Connecticut. The second Friday of December is
now a designated day to recognize and keep in mind all of our children that are
fighting serious illnesses.
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Budget Recap
The budget was an extremely frustrating
process this year, but a bipartisan compromise
was finally reached at the end of October.
This compromise restored a majority of the
governor’s cuts to education and municipal
projects. Although difficult, this budget keeps
crucial funding where it matters most - here in
Cromwell and Portland.

A SUMMARY OF LEGISLATION AND ISSUES TACKLED AT THE STATE CAPITOL...
Promoting Business

Public Act 17-158
establishes a hotline that
provides individualized
information and guidance
to entrepreneurs and small
business owners on how to
start and develop a business,
identify networking
resources, and access
technical and financial
assistance from the state
and quasi-public agencies.

Seniors

I introduced legislation which allows food providers in our
community the opportunity to donate items more frequently
to senior centers. This bill will make it less onerous for
restaurants to donate quality food to our local senior centers,
increasing access to nutritious meals daily.

New Opportunities

Public Act 17-69 creates a pilot program for manufacturers to start the process
of producing and testing autonomous vehicles. This initiative is about increasing
access to technology and providing an equal opportunity to those who may not
have the physical capabilities to drive a car without assistance. I submitted this
concept as a method of providing greater independence for those with disabilitites.
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Combating Opioid Addiction

The opioid crisis effects us all. I co-sponsored P.A. 17-131, which requires
prescriptions for controlled substances to be electronically transmitted to a
pharmacy. Electronic transmissions will decrease the possibility of unnecessary
This budget will not fix all of our state’s fiscal prescriptions. This minimizes the abundance of excess medication in the
issues, but it is a step in the right direction.
community, which will decrease the propensity for those to misuse or abuse
Regardless, many long-term structural changes prescription medications.
were included in the budget that will dictate
how future legislatures go about allocating
Women’s Rights
state funds. An overall state spending cap and I stood with colleagues from both sides of the aisle to pass a law that provides
state bonding cap were instituted. In addition, more support for women in the workplace. In the event of a pregnancy, this will
we were able to protect funding for college
provide greater protections.
scholarships for lower- and middle-income
students.
Additional items included:
• No income tax increases
• No sales tax increases
• Reverses devastating funding cuts proposed
by the governor.
• Municipal mandate reform
• Estate tax phase out
The legislature recently voted to override the
governor’s veto to ensure a previous decrease
to senior healthcare was restored. Funding
for critical services within the Medicare
Service Program is now protected through the
conclusion of the fiscal year.

Protecting Veterans

I supported P.A. 17-127,
which prohibits discrimination
on the basis of a veteran’s
status in employment, public
accommodations, the sale or
rental of housing, and the
granting of credit. Our veterans
have sacrificed so much, it is
important that the rights they
fought for are afforded to them.

Recognizing
Local Heroes

I organized a Wartime
Service Medal
Ceremony here in
Portland. This medal is
a small symbolic token
of our appreciation
to those in the armed
forces and is given
to veterans who have
served our country
during times of war.
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